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In order.tb,learn more.about the.information needs of,prospective

graduate students, various sources.of ptospectie student information

were studied, and a small sample of graduate students, faculty,
administrators; and professional association officers were interyiewed.

The study must therefore be regarded as exploratory ratfier than

definitive.

Most students reported no serious information heed and, in fact,

e study in the specific disciplinei, graduate school
indicated that formal information sources (e.g.,:géneral directories,

guides to graduat
catalogs) played a very minor role in their choice.of a liraduate

programs.- The, process by which prospective graduate students choose

departments is revieWed, and it is concluded that.geography, under

graduate faculty members, peers, and other serendipitoua factora.are

important Influencers of the eventual chod4e of a specific graduate.
, program.

p.
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Finally, it would appear that student
of a lack of an information need is, tb so
theft unsophisticated status at the time 'of

did not appear to know enough about certai
school process to have a good idea of the k

should'have been asking or the information

seeking. Asi a result, it would seem that e
information could some'how be provided tO pr

students, such information would notte par
it Were imbedded in a larger guidance proce

,

Or'

\A

Iret:tospective reporting '

.extent, A function of
applying.. Many students
details of.the,graduatre
nds of questigps they
hey should have been
en if more.and better
spective graduate
icularly useful utliess
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.The fnformation Needs of Prospective Graduate tudents

4

In 1970 the College Entrance Examination Board published the
report of its Commission on Tess, in which it noted that there was

,an.imbalance in the amount of information available to prospective
students about colleges, at least compared with the amount of Informa-

tion available to colleges about students (Report of the CommisSion

On Tests, 1970). The Commissien went on to recommend that there
should be dmore even flow of inrormation between colleges and

prospective students. This-notion became.known as the symmetry
prplciple, and,in arguing for.its importance at the undergraduate
level, James Coleman wtote in his brief for the Commission report:

The..applicant has only hearsay, rumors, and
w4atever information theoollege chooses. to
exhibit in its catalogue as the basis or his
Selection of ,college and program of study. If hel.'

is forttinate, he has a friend ,ittending a

colrege, or he may visit the college and talk.tp
a few students there and.thus feel that he knows
something of the.atmosphere. The high frequency
of college choices made on the basis 5 such
insubstantial and unrepresentative experiences;
as shown in the few studies made on college
Choice, is evidence of the absence of systematic
means by which applicants can assess a col gf.

(p. 20)

. Coleman was;not the first obser r to npte the inadequacy of

inforthation available to pros ective ollege.student . As early as

1959, David Riesman (1959) ha d for "better c mer researchv

in higher.education and contended that the amount an ind of

informatipn available to prospective-students was often deficient.

But it was Coleman's paper and the entire symmetry argument as set

forth by .the Commission. on Test4that attracted considerable attention
4nd seems to have served as the necessary catalyst. During the

1970s numerous individuals,, agencies, and'national commissions
jumped on the student-as-consumer bandwagon, and pointed to the lack

of good information as.one of the basic prgblems confronted by

prospeeitive college sit;I'dents (e.g., National Commission on the

FinahcAlg of.Postsecondary Education, 1973; The Second Newnan
Report, 1973; Wren, 1975; Orlans, Levin, Bauer, & Arnstein, 1975;
Consumer protection in Postsecondary Education, 1975)t As an

indirect'culminatian of these various sepdrate soundings of alarm
about student informatiton needs, a National Task Force for Better

S. 'Information for Student Choice was forthed in 1075. Supported by the

I.
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Fund for the IMprovement of Postsecondary Education, this national
task force-Airected its attention to the kinds of information that-

postsecondary institutions could bUt rarely do present teprospective

students. The several reports-growing out of.the task force's
efforts (El-Khawas, 1978; Stark, 1978), as well as Other related
writings (Stark, 1977), Again concluded that student information
needs are substantial nd that the nature and quality of insAtutional
'information cOld be improved.in a wide variety.of ways. .

It is noteworthy that mpst of the attention to the question of .

student information needs has been.directed to the time NA transition
from secondary sthool to colivge. 'Once might well wonder whether .

there isn't an imbalance in th6 flow of information between student
and institution.at tbe graduate level ihat is at least a.s serious as
the imbalance that apparently eltists at the undergraduate level.

Each year,thousands of individuals submit one or more applicafions

to hUhdreds of graduate programs. Given the large nuMbers of
students interested in pursuing advanced training and the importance
of choosing,a program that is well suited to their individual .

interests, abilities, and other personal characteristics,. it seems
.reasonable to ask whether there i4 sufficient i4ormation availatle

to assist them-in their choices.

e

Some recent acknowledgement of the importance of accurate
ormation for prospective gra ate students was given .by two

anal grodps concerned with raduatie education-t-the National

rd on Graduate Education andYthe Association of Graduate Schools.
n their final report (Outlook and Opportunities.for Graduate

Education, 1975), 'the National,Board on Graduate Education mk the
position that:

4

Students applyIng to a graduate program
should routinely be proVided with information
from the department regarding labor market
prospects in.the discipline, placement everience
of recent graduates, prospects for, financhial
support while enrolled, and attrition rates from

the program. We reaffirm our commitment to the
principle of free student choice in the determina-
tion of enrollment levels and distribution
among.disciplines, but, for this princi0.e to be
supportable, students must be provided with
better information on.which to base their enroll-

ment decislons. A decision to enter graduate

ok.
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eddcation, particularly a doctoral program,
inVolves a,substantial private cost to the
student (in terms of cash outlay, foregone
income and in the use of time); and, in light of
current labor market projeCtions, students should
be as fully informed as possible regarding future
proapects. (p. 58)

And, An a similarly-worded statement, the Association-of Graduate
Schools recommended:

Whatever the forecasts for future employment,
academic or otherwis'e, and whatever the range Of

. error in these forecaats, it is incumbent on
graduate schools to share this information as
completelr and frankly as possible, wiCh both
current and prospective graduatr studeAts.
Different departments at different universities
will have differing recent experience in placing
their Ph.D.'s% .The figures should also be
provided with the best possible estimates of
future job prospects for those who complete
the Ph:D. program of a specific department. If a
department believes that recent experience is an:
inappropriate, irrelevaht, or misleading guide
for the future it should.make its reservations
explicit in the materials sent to prospective
students. We believe that graduate faculties
have the ability, and the ressionsibility, te

-w provide prospective students with the best
available employment information, including
appropriate cautionary notes and references to
other sources of information. Sitilarly, we
believe that graduate students have the ability
and the interest to evaluate such informatiow and
to make 'an intelligent personal decision with
respect to thelij plans for doctoral education.

We emphatically recommend that every department
should include in the'information sent prospective
graduate-students a,clear statement of its° recent

experience with lob placement and its expectations
'for the future. (The Research Doctorate in the

United States, 1976, pp. 24-25)

a

a

a



Both of these recommendations focus on information about 'job

prospects after earning the degree, obviously an important conside
tion in the eyes of many-prospective students. It would be an .

-unusual applicant to gradeate.school who did _not have some concern

about Personal finanCial benefits of attending. But AB this the
only area in 1.42.igh prospective gradtiate students deserve to be
well-informed? The National Task Force on Better Information for
Student Choice identified three major areas in which prospective
undergraduates needed more information. One area was the one
mentioned by the National Board on Graduete Education--that is, what
are the outcomes ofi,college, 'what are the results of atending? Two

*other important areas were: (a) costs/financial aid; and (b)
academic offerings and requirementa. All of these would seem to

be areas ef needed information.for'prospective graduate students as .

well, but, unfortunately, we have no facts to support these suppositions..

However, the fact is that very little is knotin about the
information needs of prospective graduate students. In a 1972
Survey of college seniors, 'Baird (1973) found that almost one-third
of those applying.to 'graduate school indicated that they ". . . had

trouble getting as much information about the school as
needed"'at some or most of the-schools lo 4hich they applied. In

addition, about one-fourth of-the applicants had trouble finding out

.
what the specific ad4ssionvrequiretents were* Baird's findings,
while provocative, are nevertheless limited with.regard to the light

they shed on prospective graduate student information needs,'since
the primary focus of his study was on the post-baccalaureate plans
of collpge students. The situation with regard to graduate student
information needs, then,'remains largely ne of igribrance.

Purpose and Method of This Study

_y
The original intention of this research was to examine the

information needs of prospective graduate students. Brief considera-
tion of,the'problem As posed, however, made it quickly apparent that
'it would not be possible to gain a better understanding of the
information needs of prospectiire students untifwe had a.better
understanding of the graduate student dhoice process itself and,
correspondingly, the role inforpation plays in that process.
Thus, the inquiry was broadened somewhat at the outset to:

--learn more about how prospective graduate students go about
choosingLan academic department, and especially what factors
seem to be most important to thebri;

9
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--gafn a more'comprehensive.understanding of the varipus
sources of information available to graduate studeni;

- -became more aware of the extent to which prospective graduate
students rely on the available sources qf information, how
helpful they perceive this informa,tion to be, and what
information needs of prospective graduate students are not

being met; and

- -offer recommendations regardj_ng the nature of prospective

graduate Student,information Oeds, as well as suggestions
for improving the ways that'informatIon might be collected,
summarized, and'reported.

It is important to note- that the project was not designed to
provide an empirical, definitive statement about graduate student

information needs. It was intended, instead, as an exploratory
effort to 13ecome better acquainted with the magnitude of the problem
and'as a meang of developing a better idea of what next steps would
seem to be reaso.nable if, indeed, a serious problem appeared to
exist. Accordingly, the method of inquiry consisted of a careful '

review of relevant .cu.rrent efforts and projects and of interviews
with a relatively.small number'Of graduate students, faculty 4-mbers,
and administrators.

The review of current.source; of prospective graduate student
information centered on three major sources: (a) various general 0
guides which prospective students. can find in most academic or
public libraries: or Which they can usually purchase in college
bookstores (e.g., Livesey and DoUikty's Guide to American Graduate .

Schools, Peterson's.Annual Guide to Graduate Study, he Graduate
Programs and Admissions Manual of the GRE Board and the Council of
Graduaee Schools, etc.); 440 the academic disciplinary guide's .

narmally published by the various professional associations and

designed to be Useftl only within a specific discipline (e.g., Guide
tt_i)1:21.nthrool..o_gx, published by the AmeriCan Anthropo-
logical Association; 1975 Guide Book to Departments in the Mathematical
Sciences, published.by 'the Mathematical Association of America; and
(c) information provided directly to the student by the university
or specilic academic department,.ofteruin the form of a graduate

vcatalog0. sometimes in the form of additional leaflets or fliers.

dre
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In additioi to studying these various sources:of information,

interviews were onducted with the association offiers an.d/or
others responsib e for the publication of the gracluate.guides at
four professional associations--the*American'Chemical Soci,y,, the,
American Anthropo ogical'Associatien, the American PsyChologiahl
Association, and the American.Sociological Association. The purpose

of the interviews was to gain a better understanding oT the purpose

and rationale of the respective disciplinary guides, as well as \

insights into the frequency and'effects of their use. :

Interviews with graduate students-and graduate faculty members
and administrators i.Tere conducted'in a small ;ample of universities

as sUmmarized in Table 1. In addition, interviews were con.ducted

with several members of the previously-.mentiolied National Task fore

on Better Info6vation for Student Choice, including the American
Council on Education staff director for that project, as well as
representatives from twd major universities rekesented on the task

force. I.

The discussions with students focused-on the following questions:
A

--Why.did you enroll at (name of institution) for your graduate

work? What factors were most important to you in this

decision?

--Where did you oibtaIn (or were you able.to obtain) information
relevant to the,factors namedabove? What is your opinion

about the adequacy and accuracy of this ,information? (If not'

mentioned, students were asked specifically, about the guides -

in their disciplines, the general guides,'etc.)

--What is your impression of the utility of the information
included in some of these guides, specifically:, (students

were then asked to comment on.such information as lists of

faculty members, statistics regarding likelihood of acceptance,
attrition within the program, employment prospects',,etc.)?

--Now that you're enrolled h

satisfied are you with you
there any information that

institution) that you now
%make some other choice?

ere at (name of institution), how
r choice? Retrospectively, i8
you did not have,#bout (name.ok
feel might have influenced you to.

--In general, to what extent do you perceive a need among
graduate students in your field for more comprehensive
information about graduate programs? (Unless mentioned

previously) what are some examples of this information? .

1 -#
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Table 1

Sources of Interviews of Graduate Students,

Faculty Members, and Administnators

Students faculty
4

Administrators

Boston College X X X

Brown University X
^il

California (Berkeley) X X

Illinois (Urbana) X X X

Rutgers University X X

Temple UniVersity X

MIL: Interviews were normally conducted with groups of students
and separately with groups of faculty members and/or
-admtnistrators. The student and faculty groups were sone,-
times groupings within one specific discipline; on other
occasions consisted of groupings across disciplines. The
total number (estimate) of people involved in these
interviews were 30 students, 17 faculty, 5 administrators.
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. These sebsions with-students. generally ran'for approximately

two hours. With one eXception, tkey were tape recorded,,solely fot'

.the project directoe.s convenience in revfewing and summarizing

student observahons. Ari students were assured that their'comments

would remain anonymous and that no use of th4bmaterial would identify

them.or their particular institution.

The disCuSsions with faculty members and administrators focused .

on the following questions, which overlapped with but differed 'in
several.significant ways.from the questions asked of students:

--What is your opinion about the information needs of ptospective

graduate studsnts?

--What factors do,you think are most important in prosp ctive

students' choices of specific programs Ordepartments? Do

yod feel that sufficient .information about these"factors is

currently'ayailable to prospective students? If not,.what

sort olf information should students !lave that is not currently.

available?

--In what ways do your departments or programs partIcipate in

efforts to provide information to prosPective students?

what ways.do your departments attempt to assist undergradu-

ates in making.a well-informed choiceof a graduate prpgram?

--Are there spma-,types of information abouCgradiiate:programs

that you tkink it-is undesirable (from the.institution's

perspective) to provide to prospective students? I4 so, what

would be some examples of this type of information?

--If you think that prospective graduate student& would benefit

from better information, what thoughts do you Wave about how

such information would be collected, summarized, disseminated

to prospective studenti, etc.?

Like students, faculty members..yere.given assurances of both

personal and institutional anonymit3fin their responses. The .

discussions with faculty members and adminiitrators tended to last

about one and one-half hours.,"

maD.

Summary of General Finding(s-

There are six general.fipdings and/or conclusions of this

study.
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(1) The great mgjority of students-interviewed reported

having experienced no"seriouS-informatron need as- they

'applied to and eventually enrolled inIgraduate school.

An occasional Lament was expressed about.a-certain lack

of details titth regard to financial aid 1nformftiop3Or '

the prpmptness with which institutions responded tar

inquiries, hut, in general, interviewees were satisfied

,with the-information available to them about graduate

programs. Related to this was the not7surprising-
f inding 'that: -

'

(2)I4ast axudehts interViewed made their graduate school
choiCe primarily on the basis of informal information

sources (e.g., acquaintances already in.graduaie school,
undergraduate faculty members) in combination with
traditiogal common conceptions about graduafe programa,
particUlarly with Tegard to institutional prestige as an
influencer of opJ.nion about graduate program quality.
Because student choices were made in this way, it was

also found that: .

(3) Most studtnts interviewed did not rely heavily on 61e

more formal sovces of information--e.g., general,
graduate school directories, guides available from the

specific disciplines--as helpmates in making their

choices. In .fact, a surprising number of students

interviewed were not even aware of the availability of

many of these publish-ed soukces. The general guides

were least well-known, but approximately half of the-

students were not even familiar with the specific
discipline guides published by the professional associa-

tions. Furthermore, studehts4Wh-e,did these guides.

./
often did not find them to be particularly useful, for

reasons.that will be discussed in greater detail later

. in this report.

1(4) To a large extent, each of the above findings stens from

the fact that many prospective students do not appear to

know enough about graduate school at the time they are

applying to be aware of what sorts of questions they

should be apking or what kinds ot information they

should be-4eeking. Obviously, no information will be
perceived as helpful unless it is also regarded as

centrally relevant to the decision being ma4e. Thus, to

a certain extent, students' retrospective reporting of a

lack of an ilpformation need is to some extent a function

of their unsophisticatea status at the time of applying.

14
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A number of the students itYterviewed cad indicate thAt,

now that they have been in graduate school for a while,

they see how important a certain factor is and wish they

'had learned more about that factor at the time they
were trying to decide where to enroll. It is for this

reason .thatk.

(5) It se '16,dent that more and better information would

not e-much beneficial impact on graduate stud4nts' I

chlgces unless sufth information is,imbedded in a larger
guidance processrat`begins)y helping prospective
graduate studentsclarify their own interests and goals

and identify-theiypes of information they need tà have

to enable an'accurate estimate of the appropriateness of

a given4epartment for them. With such a program of

guidance, %the need for (and relevance of) more and

,better informatiov,would be straightforward; without
such guidance, more information; like that which is

already available, would be largely Ignored.

(6) Finally, even if improved information' were to be incorpor-

ated in ,a larger suidance program for prospective

graduate studentq, it should be realiied that such a

program would not be likely'to have a dramatic overall

impact on 'who goes where to graduate school. One reason

for this is that to a large extent, the personal situations

of many prospective graduate students are such that they

have no degrees of freedom in their choices or, at-best, /

,have only severely constrained choices. In additian,

many Other prospective students who do have the freedam

of choice will make a "correct" choice even without -

better guidance and information. Judging on the basis 4

of their overall expressions of satisfaction, the

majority of .students interviewed in this sody would be

in this category. Guidance and better information could
undoubtedlyreduce inappropriate graduate school choices,

but it seems unlikely that its impact would be major.in

terms of national figures.

These are the more important finding's and conclusions from this

study. Each of them is developed.in considerably more detail later

in this report.

15
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How Prospective Students Choose Graduate Departments

Before we can evaluate the role of information in graduate
students' choices of sPecific graduate programs, we must first have

.some understanding of how that choice processsworks. The interviews
with both students and faculty members were illuminating in that
'regard; and it would seem useful to discuss the student choice
iirocess before turning to a consideration of the adequacy of

information.

A widely-held conoeption of how students decide on a graduate
sdhool sees the process as one in which students, after deciding
that they want to go owto graduate school, attempt lo winnow down a
large,number of possibilities to a small, number of "finalists"
to which the st.udent applies. To the extent this view has yalidity,
it is easy to see the very important role that accurate information
plays in the choice process, for the reduction of a very large
number of iiossible departments is presumed to be accomplished
largely by comparing information about those depaetments on various
factors,regarded ap imporfant.to the prospective student. In such ap

process, public, published information about the programs being
considered,might well be a primary means-by which stydents eliminate
most institutions from considergtion.

Although some aspects Of this just-described processhold true
for many students and the entire-description may actually be accurate
for some; it is apparentitthat,it.is,a very inaccdiate synopsis of
the.way most students go about choosing a graduate program. -For one
thing, very few prospective students hegin their search by considering
a large number Of programs that offer degrees in their field. For

another, many prospective graduate students tile only one application;
only'about one-third submit more than two, though the number does

vary across disciplines (Baird, 1973).

,Number of Alternatives

Judging on th basis of the .lnterviews,'one would have to conclude

that it is.rare 6r a prospective graduate student to coasider more
than-a half-d n institutions, and most students never seriously

consider mor than one or two. For one.thing, many students simply

1-,
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don't have the luxury of options. One example is the married mother

of one small Child who considered only (and later 'enrolled in).the
nearby state university.because she wa's in no position to leave her
family and go elsewhere. If she had not been admitted to the local
university, she would not have gone to graduate school at,all, at
least not in the near future. A iecond example is provided by a

, 22-year old male who feels that he had important financial responsi.-
bilitles for hisfamily that,could be honored 'if he continued to
work for several more years for his father's small business as he
began graduate school at'the one univefsity. (of several, in the area)

that offered a doctoral degree in his field of interest.. There

would appear to be a sizable number of-students in similar Cirtum-
, stances who feel that they really have no meaningful options in

choosing where to.attend graduate school..

Next, there seems to be a 14ry large number Of prospective
students whose personal aitpations permit choices, but who get .

inflUenced in the direction of a single graduate prbgram and thus
neve* exercise the options,aVailable to them. The mogt common

example is the student who expresses interest in graduate school
late in his- or her junior year or earfy in the senior yeak of
college, is urged by one of the undergraduate fatulty members,to

apply to a specific institution.pften the instipution frOm which
the faculty member received the loctorate), and.r,eeives ea0.y

indicatien of being accepted and assured of financial id. Since

the institution hao a national reputation, the student enrolls there
without seriously considering other possibilities. 'For such students,

the choice process was ditect, prompt, and reasbnably simple;

other institUtions were never seriously considered. Again, Just how,

many students fit,this description is not known,'but it would seem-

to be a sizable nuMber.

It is important to note that information about graduate programs--
either a lack or abundance of it--was not a crucial factor in the
graduate school choices of students wha fit into these two categories.
Some basic information about the graduate institutions they chose

was considered, of course. The housewiTe.may not.even have applied'
to the nearby state uniVersity had she not known that t was a
university of considerable national stature and prestige, and the
young man obviously would not have enrolled in the universiq of his

choice without first establishing that it.offered a doctoral degree

/ in his field of interest. Note, however, that the informatidç they
used was either Already common knowledge or easily obtainable.
geither student sought information through the careful study of
various guides, catalogs, or other formal informa'tion networks.

,r
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In addition to the observation that many prospective graduate

.students either do not have options or do not choose to exercise
options theydo have, it is interesting to note that *even those

prospective students who do choose from ame0i a number of graduate
institutions conaider a relatively small number of universities and

also tend to considei only those within their current geographical

area. Data collected from various national surveys are relevant in
,this.regard, and sttiking with respect to the rather parochial

picture they draw of graduate student choices. For 'example, a good

many students enroll for graduate work at institutions from which

they already earned their baccalaureate degree. For all-graduate
students (ma'ster's and doctorate's) this flgUre would appear to run
around 25 percent.(Creager, 1971); for doctoral candidates alone,

the figure 1.s approximately 17 peTcent (tational Academy of Sciences,

1967), thowth'the actual percentages vary somewhat among the disci-

plines. Furthermore, the peKcentage of doctoral stAidents_who. -

earned their bachelor's from a different institution but a fairly

close "relative" is much higher. If we consider only the top 40

producers of doctorates in this clintry, we find that each is their

own greatest baccalaureate.producer of doctoral candidatps; and that

the second most prolific baccalaureate source for doctoral students

is qome natural relative as' in these examples: for Columbia, it's

CCNY; Idr the University of Chicago, it's the University of Illinois;

.for.the University of Illinois( itns'the University of Chicago; for

Berkeley, it's UCLA;-for-UCLA, it's Berkeley; for Harvard, it's .

Yale; for Yale, it's Harvard; and so on (Harmop & Soldz, 1963),

Finally, those who go to'graduate school at a different institu-
,

tion from which they received their bachelor's degree and at a

university that is not a clear "rwelative" as indicated above,

nevertheless tend-to stay, in the same state or geographic region.

Creager (1971) reported that only 43 percent of entering graduate

students first came to the state as a graduate'student. The

others either grew up-in the state, went to undergraduate school in

the state, or both. The percentage'of doctoral recipients who

received their bachelor's degree..from the same state was about.42

percent in 1962, and the PercenOge who received their bachelor's
-from the same geographic region (including the sime state) was over .

e

,Olexcent (National Academy of Sciences, 1967).
.

1
1

Ilk
Naturally, the figures depend.on Whether one is talking about

public or private institutions. The in-state figures sametimes run

to well over 60 percent in public institutions, and as low as 18

percent tor some private universities. The figUres also vary consider

ably by state, with out-of-state ml.gration being highest for such states

'as Maine, South. Dakota, and.South Carolina; lowest for California,

Michiggh, New-Tork, and Illinois (National Academy of SCiences, 1971).
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Thus the bachelor's-to-g&aduate student transition phase Is one

in which some Students have-no'choice at All, same presumably have a

choiee but do not exercise it and Consider only one institution,.and

others make choltea that are frequently influenced heavily by
,z

geograptiy:4- Such data -ElAkr not intended to suggest that accurate

.
information about graduate programs is unnecessary. _The data do
indicate, however, that one must be realist4c about the extent to

which_ better information will influence student choices. Lmproved

informa;.ion is likely to have the greatest influence on choice
behaviors when the information is replacing ignorance with facts

about competing alternatives.. It is clear tilat a good many prospec-
eive graduate-studehts either have no alternatives or choose tO
ignore them, and still others make choices among institutions with

which they are alreaay fairly familiar.

Making the Choice

When collelt seniors were asked to rate the importance of 21.-

faCtors in.choosing a graduate school, the two factors receiving the
highest'raitngssyere "the high calibre of the program offered in my

field",and "Prestige of the fftstitution." Oeher factors receiving

high importance katings included one's chances of being admitted,'

the institution's.reputatien in research and its research facilities

(especially in the.,natural sciences), and offers of finahcial

assistance'to the. student (Baird, 1973). These findings regarding

the importance prospective students give to various factors 1.11`

choosIN a graduate Otogram Aave been illuminating. UnfortunaLly,

however, we have just begun to scratch the'surface in understanding

how the choiee'actuAlly is made. For one thing, in focusing on
fae6cTsgfudents Ilegard as being important we have not given suffi-

.cient attention eo'the process of choosing a department.

In the intervievis with gr uate-itndents particularly cl-os,

attention was given to the'sequence in which various separate'

factorswere considered by.different students. What'grew-out of

2Geography, per.se, may nqt be the dominant factor for many

students who attend graduate school within their nativastate or
region.. Fot many, geowraphy ls simply a proxy measure of their

degree-of-familiarity with other graduate.programs. Owing to

proximity, graduates of Illinois are more likely to be familiar with'

the graduate programs at Indiana, Chicago, and Wisconsin.than Chapel

Hill and Berkeley. Thus their'tendency to attend graduate programs

nearby may be based more on knowledge of the departments than any

geographic preferences or aversions.

I.

.?
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these interviews was a picture of the choice proceds as .one" 13n which

each student had his or her own hierarchy of choice factors.. In
'effect the daoice process might be viewed as a pyraiiid, fn which
each student moves 41ong a continuum of factors that, become greater
in numblr but less important in character as the prospective student
moves from the toptoward the bottom of the pyramid. Stich a concep-

tion of the choice:Process emphasizes the important "if.;then" nature
of traditional choice factors; if the.factor(s) at the top of an
individual's choice pyramid are satisfied, then and only then do
(actors lower on the choice pyramid become matters for consideption.
And onlyAwhen these factors are resolved do other still lowerlJtome

into play. Some of the factors are ones that must be satisfactorilwil
resolved if the student is to attend graduate school, whereas others

may be important but n9t essential:
i

Examples'of o student choice pyramids.are presented in

Zr_Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 depicts what many would tehink of as
constituting the "classic" process. The student represented in this
figure first identifies only those universitiea that offer an
advanCed degree in a specialized area in which he or she intends

to study. Among.institutioult offering such a degree, the student
then conaiders two related factorsthe prestige of-the university

.
and the qUality of the specific degree promram or department'in
which the student.hopes to enroll. If there are still two more
institutions "in the running" after considering these faptors, the

student then weighs such factors-gdigeographic location, tile
chancesLmf being admitted!, and the likelihood of receiving financial
assistance, especially in ,the form of a teaching or research assistant-

ship. If consideration of these factors leaves several institutions,
this particular student would then pay attention to the degree
requirements (is a foreign language no longer required in one of the
institutions, for example?),,employment prospects after obtaining

e- the degree, the availability of employment for 4rtis or her spodse
while working,on the degree; and the availability of weasonably-priced,

comfortable housing. Note that these latter factOrs are really not

very important to this particular.student. In fact, only the first
two "layere'of factors are regarded as crucial, with the others

being "bonus" attractions that wakild be considered if the circumstances
permit it, but would not loom, heavily in the choice. This student

would prefer to enroll at a prestigious university in an undesirable

geographic location, for'example, than a less highlk-regarded
institution located in an attractive setting. There may be still
other factors that wtuld enter into this student's choice at an even
lower level on the pyramid, but Figure 1 depicts only these first
four laYers. .

eog
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Essential;.student intends to study Radiation'Biology,
a program offered at the Ph.D. level.at only a handful

of universities in the country.

Very important; student looks for.some,assurance that
degree mill be respected among peers and that he or

she will receive first-rate,training.

All are_iMportant, but none are essential. Other
things being equal, the student will apply to a univer-...

sity with a "desirable" location and where there 1s

a good chance to being admitted and.offered financial

assistance.

Somewhat less important, but.will be considered if
factors in upper levels of pyramid are satisfied.
These factors will be considered by this student
pnly if two or more institutions remain as possi-

.

bilities after considering previous factors.

Figure 1. Example of one student's graduate school choice pyramid

22
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Figure 2 representa-the choice pyramid for another student

with a very different set of program interests and requirements.
This student is interestedin attending graduate school in one of
several areas of psychology, all of which are commonly offered in

most Ph.D.-granting universities. Thps, the curricular emphasis is

not as important to this student in'the choice process as are
several factors that are more pragmatic. .This student is not '
willing to leave the urban area.in which he or she is currently
living, and is not willing to go into substantial financial debt in

order to earn'the d4gree. If there are a number of institutions in

the urban area that offer a doctorate in this student's general
area of. interest and where the student.has reason to be confident
about being accepted and maintaining a ragonable financial keel

(either through an assistantship, part-time job, or whatever),
then this student would look next at the degre6 requirements'. At

this next level the student-Would be interested in which institution

would require the least,amount of pre-enrollment.difficulty. If one

institutio4 requires that the student pick up one or two 'undergraduate \

credit's (in mathematics or statistics, for example) before being

formally admitted to the pragram,'and a second institution waived
0

such requirements, this student would opt.for the latter institution.
Finally, in the event that there are still two or more institutions

that meet the criteria enumerated so far; then this student would

begin to conadter such factors gs degree requirementsrae academic
environment, the overall univerdity.prestige, etc.

Both of these examples--and, for that matter,.the entire
-if-then model--are -somewhat oversimplified. The eventual choice for

some students is probably based less on the'sort of clear-eut
sequentlal steps suggested-in these examples than on a total configura-

tion of weighted factors. For such prospective.students sone basic'

'factors may simply serve to screen oui institutions that are
totally unacceptable, with the choice among remaining departments

being based mainly on Some overall combination of ratings the
prospective students give to various separate program character-

istics. Thus, high ratings of a.program on some major factors
..(e.g. financial aid, quality of,program) might .compensate for law

ratings on sone of the others (e.g., location).

Still, these two examples are presented in order ir,43 make tbree

basic points. Firt, there-1.s a great deal of variation among
individual students with regard to the role specific factors play in

their choice of a graduate program, and even though sopething like

the prestige of the institution may, be checked on a-questionnaire as

being important to two different students, that sane variable might

play an extremely different role in influencing each student's
4 #
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Curricular Emphasis

/Admissions Requirements

Degree Academic University
Require- Environment Prestige

ments
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Each of these is essential; the student will con-
sider only institutions within the urban Srea in

which he or ahe lives gnd has some assurance of

being able to afford.

iiery important but not essential; student is willing
,to consider silpdy in several related fields, all of

whicb are commonly found in most universities.

If two ar more institutions remain fn considera-
tion, student would,choose the one which is most
flexible with regard to admissions requirements.

These factors and others are not particularly
important to this student's choice.

Figure 2. A second example of a studenes.graduate school.choice pyramid

2 4
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eventual choice. Each student has his or her pyramid, though of

course many pyramids may be alike.

Second, only a few factors Ire regarded as esSential character-
,

istics by most students. There are exceptions, of course, but in
general most students indicate that they would have been satisfied
to enroll at any of several institutions that satisfied three ors
four criteria. Exactly what these'criteria are will vary from
student to student, but the more common ones--that is, the factors
that would seem.tO appear most often in the top one or two levels of.

the student's choice pyramid--would include geographic.location,
prestige of the university, qualitx of the

amspecific progr or department in whic the'student would study,, and

likelihood of being accepted and being awarded some form of financial
assistance.

. -
Third,sthe.factors that are most commonly regarded as essential

to a student's choice are generally fairly basic factors about which
information is either part-of the "commonitnowledge" of higher
education (e.g.,.university prestige). or, at the very least, easy to
obtain. Factors about which information is.not readily available or
hard to get are usually: factors that appear lower on moat students'

choice pyramid. In.other words, the factors for which there is
usually the least information ate often .not crucial to:the choice
process for many Itudente anyway.

.. ( ..

All of this suggests that,.by them:selves, efforts to increase
the amount and improve the quality of information available to
prospective.graduate qtudents will, in all likelihood, have only
modest influence on who.goes where to graduate school. However,
this does not mean that all is well with the way that graduate
institutions and departments descrtbe.themselves to prospective
students, or that there is no need to pay closer attention to this
process. Even drugh almost all of the students interviewed said
they experienced(no problematiciinformation need nor felt that more
or bettek information would-have had much influence on their decisions
about where to-apply and enroll, there are nevertheless numerous ,

ways in which the quality of inkormation made available about
graduate programs can be improved. In addition, many student
comments made it clear that there does seem to be a need for greater
awareness among prospective, students of the full range of graduate
.schooi alternatives available to.them, as well.as a better means of
acquainting them with relevadt, information that is already aVailable,

and a deans of getting them to realize the value of some of this
information. This need is indicated by the comments of those

(students who professed no need for better information at the time of
applying to graduate school, but in the interviews indicated that

.
26
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4

they now realize that Certain.information about the program would

hava been useful to have, even though its relevance and importance

would.not.have been clear to them at the time of choosing a department..
The need to give attention to each of these elements of the choice
process became clear through-the discusions with graduate-students,

and it is to a consideratioh of these topics that we now turn.,

.Sources and Types.of Inflormation

The most frequently-cited source, of.information about graduate

programs is a member of the faculty at the student's undergraduate

in*itution. Other helpful sources cited by prospective students
indlude undergraduate counselors or advisors, friends, information
obtained directly from the graduate program the student considered

a lying to, and information found in various directories and guides

tç, ,graduate or professional.study'(Baird, 1974). Whatever their

source, graduate students, as a group, appeared to be well-satisfied

with the amount and quality of information they .did receive about
graduate programs. Lack of information simply was dot a problem for

the great majority of those interviewed in this study, and When an
information, gap did occur it was more often due to same clekical
miersight (as-when a graduate catalog wasn't mailed because the
lettet requesting'it was mislaid) rather than Same inherent deficiency

in the way students are inforded about graduate programs.

In the interviews with students; we inquired carefully about

their perceptions of the,adequacy of both printed and word-of-mouth

sources of information. The printed sources we were interested in

were basically of three types: (1) the general multidiscipline

guides; (4) the.discipline gaaes published b'y the professional

ass ciations and degtgned for use only within that specific discipline;

and (3) information sent directly from, departments. One surprising

fac that emerged upon asking graduate students about these various

inform tion sources was that approximately half the students inter-
viewed had ma*de abSolutely no use of any 1 these references. Many,

in fact, were not even familiar with them. Lack of awareness was

particularly evident for the various general guides, such as GRE's

Gratuate Programs and Admissions Manual, Peterson's Annual Guides to

Graduate Study, and the like.

In his 1972 survey of graduate students, Baird (1974) found

that 47 percent of the respondents reparted that these various,

guides and directories had been either helpful or very helpful. If

his slirvey data and my impressions based on interviews are both

correct, it suggests that practically all those who use the various

guides find them helpful.

2;/.
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A second general observation,about published guides is ehat

though they are thought of as references designed to be used by

prospective students in choosing departments, the fact is that they

are also used by departments to attract students. It is a moot

question, in fact, as to whether such guides are more useful to

students or departments. It may not be an important distinc-

tion so-4.ong as student information needs are being served. But

such dual use does have anipimportant effect_on the information that

gets included. All of the information in all of the guides we are
familiar with is provided to the publisher of the guide by someone

in the university. Thus, it is someone within the department who
decides whaC is and what is not included in their description.
Furthermore; each department is charged for their entry (the GRE

publications being one exception),.with such charges rahging from

under $100 to over $400 depending on the specific guide and the

length of the departmental entry.
4

It is hardly surprising, then,

to find thaC most departments would write self-descriptions that

would be most flattering to their own program. Up to a certain' 0P

point, exaggerations or slight inaccuracies can probably be tolerated

without much effect on student choices. After a point, however,

it is conceivable that information in*such guides crld actually do

more harmsthan good for prospective students, in that it might

convey a misleading representation of the nature of the program in

questiop. One student,_ who had transferrea after only several

months at the institution of her first choice, relays this experience:

.When I got their descriptive material I
remember feeling very pOsitive about it. It

sounded like a real exciting place. But when I

got there I was shocked. ifor on" thing, the

course descriptions were totally inaccurate . . .

the courses weren't anything at all like the

descriptions. They had practically no substance
at all and consisted almost_entirely of what they

ealled 'field experience'. And the facilities were

4Evidence that the guides are sometimes regarded as more
important in recruiting students than in informing them was offered

by a faculty member at one of the universities visited. He remarked

that since the descriptive entry in one of the guides was fairly

expensive; his clepartment decided.to leave it out altogether one

time to see what effect it would have on the number of applications

for admission. There turned out to be no decline in applications,

so his department has never included their description in that

particular guide again.
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terrific. Well, see, if I had known those things
I would never have gone.there.

We have no idea aboutothe frequency of such incidents, but
clearly they do occur for some a,tudents. Furthermore, in view of
the dual purposes being served by such guides; it could easily

become a serious problem in the future as.the number of prospective
students dwindle and graduate programs become faced with the proSpect

of tr*ng to attract graduate studept43 from a smaller potential

clientele.

Quality of program. Most prospecti.4e students form their'

impressions of the quality of specific graduate programs largely
through two sources._ One is the very nebulous, halorlike. tmagel
usually formed ihroughout the undergraduate years, of what the

better universities are. Students feel that they "know" which
universities are the better ones, and there is remarkable consistency
among them with regard to such opinions. The second sourice 'of

information about quality is the faculty at their undergraduate
institution. When it comes.to forming/opinions about the quality of
specific graduate departments, in fact, advice of undergraduate /

faculty meMbers is probably the Single most.influential source. The
opinions of fellow students do appear to have some bearing, and on
occasion acquaintance of graduate students already in a pdriicular

program may also have some influence. In addition, several students
indicated an awareness of the various reputational ratings surveys
and indicated that these'sources had some minor inquence.

Information in the various graduate guides was rarely seen as
having much bearing on student judgments about program quality.
Lists of names of faculty members, which may be intended by the
department eo convey something to the student about program quality,
are rarely viewed by the student in those-terms. In fact, most
students report that lists of the names 'f-faculty members--along
with each individual's subspecialties, origin of doctorate, and
academic rank--are not very useful to students at all.. There appear

to be two basic problems with faculty lists. One is that the
information becomes very quiVy.out-of-date, with the result that
certain faculty members listed as being in the department are often
elsewhere. The other problem is that the names of faculty members
simply aren't meaningful.to very many prospective students in
the first place. With regard to the first problem,. one student

commented that:

2.9
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I'd say that in.as many.as 15 or 20 percent

of the cases. people wereet,where they were
supposed to be according to the list. MAny of
them transferred to other institutions, or had

gone on leave or something. For example,
at 4' one of the main people I would have
liked to work with was (individual). , but I

luckily learned from one of the graduate students
there that he was going to.be in Europe for a -

couple of years'. I just don't see how they can
ever make sure that the guides or directories or
whatever are up-to-date with so many faculty
members Moving around the way they do.

And with regard to the probtem that such lists often-don't mean very
much to prospective students anyway, another student noted that:

The problem with lists of faculty -
members is that at that !ltage most students only
recognize the auperstars in the field and you
have to realize that theY're not going to be
dealing with you anyway, unless you immediately 1.
prove yourself to be one of,those rare superstar
gxaduate students. By and large the faculty
members who turn out to play the major role
in your,graduate experience are.ones you hever
heard of before you went to graduate school. You
certainly wouldn't have recognized their names on

any such list.

Not ill of the specific dis4pline guides include lists of faculty
mepbers, of course, but the majority do and in those cases the
listings are in exaMple of information that is probably more useful
to other faculty members rather than to prospective students. One

noteworthy attempt to provide information about faculty members that
would be useful to both prospective students and faculty Ahmbers at-
other institutions is an American Chemical Society publication
entitled'Directory of Graduate Research. This publication includes
bibliographies of the recent.publications of faculty members in the
department. Abt only do such publication lists convey some notion
about departmental quality, at least in terms of research, they also
inform the,rospective student abdut the current research interests
of each member of the department. Unfortunately, compiling and

publishing such information is no simple matter, and can be fairly
expensive. Unfortunately too, there is as yet no good evidence

4
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available about the extent to which prospective graduate students in
chemistry actually use the Directory of Graduate Research An: making'
their dhoicea of graduate programa. 7-

In sum, there is not a good deal of information available to
prospective studets, beyond the opinions of faculty metbers in
their undergraduate institution, that bears DU the quality of

graduate programs.' Nor is there.likely to be in the future.
Quality is too complicated and elusive a trait to be easily reduced
to a few paragrapha or numbers. The several rePutational ratings

surVeys (Cartter, 1966; Roose & Anderson, 1970) are obviously
relevant, but one might quarrel with the apPropriateness of their
use for this purpose. .A multiple indicators approaCh to the assess- .

ment of quality such as that suggested by a team of ETS researchers
(Clark, Hartnett, & Baird, 1976) would seem to be more promising,
but informatiOn.of such detail is simply not available-in any

accessible format for very many programs. Thus, the AN prospective
students gain impressions of quality now may have its shortcomings,
but it is unlikely that'much improvement will be madelin the foresee-

able future. .

Applications and admissions. yroapective students report
little or no serioud difficulty in obtaining information about
graduate program application procedures, such as where to aend one's
application, dates by which certain materials must be forwarded to
the institution, what sorts of supporting materials (e.g., test
scores, recommendations) must be filed as part of the application,

and so on. The vast majority of both gen,eral and specific discipline

guidesiinclude such information, and itO)a naturally included in
virtually all the,catalogs, flyers, and other materials sent directly

to inquiring students from the specific department being considered.

It is quite another matter, however, when it comes to information
about admissionsespecially information about the selection criteria

that are employed by specific departmerits. Rarely do the general
purpose guides.include information of this kind. _Relevant information
regarding admissions is more often found in the specific discipline'
guides and materials that are sent directly from the.institUtion.or
department, but even in these sources,.the information is usually
couched in rather vague terms, partly, one suspects, becipse the
program in question is not anxious to turn away potential applicants,

and partly because in.many instances the selection 'criteria really

cannot be spelled out with precision. Many graduate selection
committees select the best qualified applicants from a.given year's
applicant pool In such .cases, of course, admissibility.depends, to

some extent, on who else applies to the same institution during.the
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same .year, and it is not possible to specify-selection criteria in

advance. A nubber of,the'single discipline guidesand graduate catalogs

will indicate minimum-criteria. A not uncommon.d4artmental statement,
for example (taken frOm the. Guide ta Graduate Departments of Geography

in the United States and Canada 1978-1979) reads "Minimum_admission
standards are a 2.5 grade-point average for the last two years of
undergraduate study, or a minimum of 800 on.the aptitude tests clf

the Graduate Record Examinations. Undergraduate programs need not
have been in gsography, but at leaSt 18 undergraduate hours in
geography are prerequisite to the M.S. program..." (p. 102): The

minimum criteria seatements are of the necessary-but-not-sufficient
variety that are self-explanatory if one's credentials are below
certain out-off points,.but say little or nothing about Chances of
being Accepted if one's test sCores, grades, and the like are above
the minimum accepted by the department.

'One technique that has been used is to present selected admisiCions

statistics for recent applicant years. ,This is done by some of the

professional associations, but it is still far more the exception

than the rule. The American Psychological Association actua4y
carries the practice one'more step. In Graduate StudY in Psychology

for 1979-1980, the APA publication inCludes information regarding
the nuMber ofrappliCants and number of students accepted during the

past year, as well as the anticipated number of openings for the

coming fall class. In addition, summary information about entering
graduate students in.theLdepartment are presented, including mean
'ORE scores, and three indices of undergraduate academic performance--
mean over4 all grade-point average, mean GPA for courses in psychology,

and mean GPA for all courses during the students' last two years.
An many instances all of the above information is presented separately
by st,pdents in the,varions psychology subspecialties. Thus, prospec-

tive students are able to see how many.students applied to and
were accepted at-a specific institution in social, physiological,
developmental, etc., as well as th,characteristics of students

entering each of these sub-specialties.

Such admissions data serve as a good example of information
that the graduate.students interviewed uniformly endorsed as desirable
to have-even though they'did not experience a need for the information

at-the time they applied. This is just one of several instances in

which the information by itself, without some fundamental student .

awareness of its relevance and potential utility, will not be very

helpful. As one student remaTked: "Now that we've talked about it,

I can see how some_of this information would halre been worth having.

It just didn't occur to me before.".

3 2
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,Costs and financial aid. This is an area in which there ts a
tremendous amount of variation among departments and among the
various disciplines with respect to the amount and kinds of informa-
tionthat is provided to prospective students: Some of the single

.discipane guides carry no'information about financial aid and costs,
others include such data'as percentage of first- and secOisyear
students receiving aid, average amount of ihe aid, number of assfstant-
shiPs and fellowihips available-, and where to inquire or ap ly.-
When asked about the utility of this type of cost and'financ l aid
informktion; graduate students generally indicated that it w uld

. have been helpful to have as they considered prospective departmehts,,
though in the last analysis, Very few would have relied on such
information as anything more than a very general index of their

own chances of ataining financial assistance. Most students
indicated that'they wrote directly to the departments if they were
seriously interested in the possibility of applying for admission
and needed financial assistance. And though most students did
indicate that obtaining useful financial aid and.cost information
directly from the departmlit was no serious problem, there were
still numerous instances of prospective students being given inaccurate
or, more often, a somewhat incomplete picture. For example, one
student reported:

It's n6t that they didn't tell me the
truth, it's just that they didn't give te the
whole picture and,I didn't really know enough to
ask. For exaMple, I didn't, realize until I got
here that beyond my first year the continuation
of my financial aid wasn't at all guaranteed.
Practices ab9ut financial aid differ a lot from
one schoo4. to another, itt'seemss At some

institutiiI guess it's haAN to get first-year
financial aid, but if you do well during your
first year you've got a ral good chance of
gettineaid for the rest of your program,
whereas here you get aid for the first year but
there's only enough money for some of the students

to get contiriling aid so some students sort of
get left hanging, if you know what I mean. It

, would have been good-to know about these specific
aractices before hand.

This student's comment also serves as another example of haw more
informationwhether about financial 'aid or some other aspect of
the graduate i)rograii--is riot likely to be very useful unless the
student has a fairly clear understanding of the impOrtant things to

inquire about.

S.
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'yrospectsjor post-degree employment. Information about job

prospects after graduate training is not included in most of the

single discipline or general purpose guides. Apparently.an increasing

number of departments are including some statement in the materials

they mail directly to inquiring students that offers scime general.

advice -and/or information about job prospects in th.gdiscipline.

Such statements are rarely.very specific; largely because it,is

simply not possible to be very precise when it comes to projections

of this kind.. Mere often than not-, such statements serve to warn

prospectiVe students about a job merket that is conpiderably Nss

rosy than it_was a decade or so ago, and to also indicate the more

variegated nature of the positions graduates 'of advanced degree

programs tend to be entering in the late ''70s. An example of one

departmentfs effort in this regard--tfiat of the University of

Illinois' (Urbana) -Educational Psychology program--is presented in'

Exhibit 1.

Though %providing prospective students with such information is

a good idea, most students interviewed indicated that such information--

even pessimistic stateawnts about the likelihood of post-degree

c,
employment--probably wodtd not have had a good deal f influence on

their-graduate school plans. In terms of their decision to enter

graduate school, most enrolled students tend to be confident that,

in spite of the bleak job prospects in general, they.will find

some way of-gaining an academic position, aSsuming successful

completion of the degree. What is not known, of course, is what

impact such statements have on the prospective students who were

accepted to graduate school but decided not to enroll.. Nor is it

known how influential such information might be on student chOices

of a specific department. For this purpose, such inforNation

may theoretically bo more useful,- since a prospective student could

comgare employment statistics (percentage of graduates obtaining an

academic position in a four-year collegek for example) of the

departmentS he or she is considering and enter this datum into the

full 46cision along with financial aid prospects, prestige of the

institution, geographic loc-ition, and so on. 'Since students have

indicated that these other variables are more important influencers

of their eventual choice(s), however, it may again be unlikely that-

employment information would actually have much impact on who

applies (and goes) where to graduate school. Still, the information

is relevant and.could be useful to some students, and should be

included in the 'interest of copveying a full and candid picture of

the program to prospective students.

3 4'
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Exhibit 1. Example of One Department's Statement to Prospective

Students Regarding the Post-Degree Employment_Outlobk....

1

Employment Outlook for Graduates
The faculty within the Department of Educational Rsychology would
like to provide a specific descriptidn of -the job opportunities students
can expect to find upon completion4of their degrees, but: because of
the many uncertainties, specific predictions have little valuewor meaning.
At a general level, several trends and indidatiCns.sho. +Pe considered
before enrolling for g.raduate study.

Projections published py the National Science Foundation (February
1975) indicated that employment opportunities in traditional settin.gs
for persons with doctorates 'in socialscience areas are expected to
decrease between now and 1985. Typically, the department's graduates
have found_employment in institutions of higher education or in
nonacademic research and development institutions. The projection
is that by 1985, only 50 percent of the recent social science doctoral
recipients will obtain positions in theSe environments. This figure
compares to 80 percent in 1972. Further, less than 40 percent of the
new oper4ngs (as projected, 1972-85) are expected to be in traditional
milieux.

While relatively easy to state, the above projections cannot be easily
translated into predictions tskthe job opportunities that might be
avdiladle upon completion of graduate study. To begin with, they are
based on trendstVhich may change. Furthermore; they are not specific
to a single field, such as educational psychology, much less to a specialt
(e.g., evaluation, counseling, research design, measurement) hiil
educational.psychology. Finally, students often shift their career
plans while doing graduate work, partially because of exposure to
new ideas and potential opportunities. Nonetheless, the projections,
coupled with recent experiences of graduates of the department,
suggest that traditional research and academic jobs can be expected
to be in short supply. While Illinois graduates will continue to receive
a disproportionately large numberLof offers from these traditional
employers, the expedtation is that increasing numbers of graduates
will find employment in less traditional settings where graduates
will be called-upon to utilize their training in unanticipated ways.

These comments are not intended to discourage interest in graduate
study, btit rather are intended to provide some information that
should be weighed in making the decision to apply for admission.

4.

Taken, with permission, from a brochure mailed to those inquiring
about graduate study in the Department of Educational Psychology,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

a.
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Size. The size of a graduate program--particularly the size of
the .doctoral program--has consistently been shown-to be-correlated

with program reputational ratings and scholarly productivity. In

general, larger programs are more highly regarded,among.tHeir peers
in the field and, even on a per-person basis, tend to produce larger

quantities of journal articles, have its faculty members serving on
editorial boards of iournals, and so on (Hartnett, Clark, &

1978; Elton & Rose, 1972; Hagstrom, 1971). But while size
positively associated with numerous research-oriented characteristics

of academic departments, it clearly has its drawbacka. In particular,

graduate students report less sastisfaction with the departmental
environment for learning at large departments than at small ones
(Clark, Hartnett, & Baird, 1976).

A

,-For these and other reasons, the size of a graduate program is
an important dharacteristic for prospective graduate students to

know about. Fortunately, information abOut the size of a program is

easy to obtain. Almost all of the general guides and the prgfessional
association discipline guides include information about size. ',Most

report data regarding the total'number of students and faculty

members in the department. Some report the number of students by
field sUbspecialty and by sex, and several others, such as APA's

Graduate_Study in Psychology and theGRE's Graduate and Professional

School Ogportunities for Minority Students, indicate the number of

minority students (and occasially, minority faculty members) in the

department. In general, then, students have minimal difficulty

obtaining information about the size-of the department.

There is one observation about size-related information,
however, that is worth close future attention. Having a large

riumber of faculty members is generally regarded as a positive

feature at the graduate level. Even from the student perspective, a

department with 20 prOfessors offers more flexibility and diversity

thaw.a department with 10. Thus, other things being eqyal, many

feel that it is better to be big than small, regardless of what

consequences that might have for the-learning environment. One

result of the "big is beautiful" attitude is that there has apparently

been* tendency for departments to describe themselves so as to

appear to be. Larger, in terms of number of faculty members, than

they really are. The list of faculty members in the department, as

reportedin the discipline guide, for example, may include the

names of numeroua people at the institutions who have some loose
donnection with the department but who, in fact, are ipt bona fide

tiembers of the department and who.really aren't involved in graduate

instruction. Several graduate students reported this to have

occurred at their institution, and to the extent enrollments in

graduate school decline during the next decade, it would not be

36
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surprising to withess the practice become more widespread in the
future as graduate programs attempt to attract potential students.

Program emphasis and courses of study. Strange as it seems,
information regarding program emphases is not easy for prospective
students to obtain, at least in many discipline'a. It is often not
until the student is actually enrolled in the institution that the
emphases of certain programs become clear. Many of the discipline
guides include no information aut program emphases or the curriculum,
others include information that is so general that it is not really
'heIpful..,In the latter -Category we would.include the various guides
that list each department's specialties, with such statements
often being little mOre than "laundry lists" of code rrds, many of
which are meaningless-to prospective.students anyway. It is
occasionally the case that information missing in the discipline
guides is made available to students in the graduate catalog or
departmental-breehures sent directly to inquiring students, though
even these materials often ignore such information. Specific course

listings, which are generally i4luded in institutional graduate
catalpgs or departmental materials, are obviously helpful, but
information about program emphases should be made available to
students without their having to write to each department for the
information. It should be, in other words, part of the preliminary
screening information that is made available to prospectiVe students,
but it often is not.

Vs

Several examples of departmental statements about program
emphases--three in'geography and three in psycholbgy,are presented
in Exhibits-2 and 3. Though general in.some resiects, each of
these statements is sufficiently specific Eo give prospective
students a rather clear image of the primar); focus of the department.
The two guides from which these 'statements mere taken are refreshing
exceptions to the usual practice of not including any such informa-

$

tion at all.

There is a parallel, Of course, between the ideastof providing
better information about program emphases and providing more accurate
information about program size, as discussed in the previous

section. It may well be the case that some graduate programs:are
not anxious--and in the coming years will be even less so--to

5 It took no effort to_find one sociology department which
lists 51 specialties in the Guide to Graduate Departments of Sociology.
Though we made no formal count, many other departments seem to list

as many or more.

3
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Exhibit 2. Exemplary Statements of Program Emphases at
Three Doctoral Programs in Geography

Example 1:

Northwestern
University

Since the early sixties, geography at
Northwestern has emphasized theoretical and -mathematical approaches.
Although staff and students pursue research on a variety of topics, this orienta-
tion remains a basic feature of the graduate program. Ail graduate students are
required to complete undergraduate-level mathematics courses through
multivariable calculus, linear algebra. probability and statistics. Additional course
work in mathematics is recommended for students planning to pursue research
in mathematical geogFi.ourses and seminars in the various areas of faculty
specialization listed below are gmented with substantial course work inother
departments and programss such s economics, industrial engineering, urban sys-
tems engineering, manageme t and transportation. Programs of study are
worked out individually for each student and perrriit flexibility within the basic
focus of the department.

The department has a strong area of
specialization in urban and regional development with special emphasis on
policy. In urban and economic geography, research and teaching focus upon the

,

Example 2 . application of regional development models, location theory, and urban systems
models to regional and.policy problems. The physical environmental geography
program concentrates on applied climatology and environmental studies. The
department also .maintains teaching and research interests in human and
population geography, energy studies, and political geography. A full range of
courses is available in quantitative techniques, and in quantitative and theoretical
cartography.

Boston
University

Example 3:

University of

Minnesota

The special character of the Geography
Department at.Minnesota has evolved over a considerable length of time. The
most pervasiVe elements have been the strong historical orientation deriving
from the era of Ralph Brown and the interest in cultural geography introduced by
Jan O.M. Broek. As the department has grown and developed since the late
1940's. increasing attention has been devoted to the history and philosophy of ge-
ography, cartography and quantitative analysis as well as to problems of urban
and regional development. More recently the specialty in physical geography has
been reinforced. The faculty have a wide range of regional interests, and the
department participates in all area or regional studies programs. Graduate stu-
dents are encouraged to dvelop with their advisers a program which fits their
individual talents and 'needs. Laboratory, cartography and lecture classrooms are
directly connected with departmental facilities.

Reprodued by permission from the Association of American Grographers' Guide to'

Graduate Departments of Geography in the United Statetand Canada, 1978-1979.

a
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Exhibit

-Example 1:

Yale
University

Example 2:

MIT

Example 3:

The Wright Insti-

tute, Berkeley
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3. Exemplary Statements of.Program Emphases at
Three Doctoral Programs in Psychology

Department orientation, objectives, and emphasis: Training of re-
search workers who will broaden the base of scientific knowledge upon which the
discipline of psychology rests. Major emphasis is given to preparation for research; a
definite effort is also made to give students a background for teaching. The first
important aspect of graduate train* is advanced study ofgeneral psychology, includ-
ing method and psychological theory, for purpose of giving breadth in understanding
of the field. Secorid: specialized training within the framework of the 20 "themes" with
emphasis placed on preparation for researcb. Third: the.student is encouraged to takc
advantage of opportunities for wider training related to psychology from among,the
relevant university-wide resources, emphasiimg research rather than practice. For the
clinical area, research and practicum are strongly integrated. We train with the expecta-
tion that the majority of our students will have academie careers.

Psychology at MIT
streises its connections with basic science and concentrates its efforts on the search' for

new knowledge in three distinct but interrelated areas: the ,itudy of relationships
between brain and behavior (physioloOcal psychology); the:-itudy of perception and
learning (general experimental psychology); and the study of origins of individual
behavior (developmental and cognitive psychology, psycholinguistics). Accordingly,
instruction in psychology on all levels, undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral, is
organized to fall into these three areas which border on such diverse fields as anatomy,
computer science, biophysics, neurology,, neurophysiology, linguistics, and other
sciences.

The principal aim

of the Social-Clinical School is to prepare men and women for careers of research and

action on human problems. The PhD program is based on the idea that individuals

cannot be understood apart from the social contexts in which they live and that an

understanditig of social structures and processes depends in part on knowledge of
personality dynamics. Thus, the program includes sociological and anthropological as

well as social psychological perspectives on the subcultures and social struclures in

Avhich individuals are studied and helped. The program in social-clinical offers the
opportunity for training and supervision in clinical practice. Students arc aided in

efforts to integrate theoretical knowledge with fiektexperience that continues through-

out the course of training.

These excerpts were taken from APA's Graduate Study in Psychology for 1979-1980.

Copyright 0 1978 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by

permission.
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provide very specific information about the emphases and strengths

in the department,because they feel that.doing so.may fail en

attract otherwise interested students. Apparent eclecticism

may seem to be the best means of attracting students, and statements

that appear to draw tidy boundaries around rather narrowly-defined

emphases may be seen as a sure way of c4mmitting academic suicide.

To some extent this may be true. But it would seem far better for

departments to be concerned,about attracting students4Who. will be

genuinely interested in what_they have to offer and who are very

likely to remain in the program, than to attempt to appeal to a wide

f, range of students, many of whom may drop out soon after becoming
Idisillusioned with a program that is not suited to their interests.

Student academic progress. We foUnd no guide or directory that

provided any information about studentlacademic progress during

graduate study, that is, information abevt such things as the mean

time-to7the-degree within the department, attrition rates, percentage

of studentS having to attempt comprehensive exaAnations more than

once, percentage of students leaving the program with "ABD" status,

and So on. Such figures, of course, could easily be misinterpreted.
Still, each.would seem to be a relevant.and important piece of

information about matters of clear importance to most-students.

Indeed, when asked about their interest in such figures, most
students interviewed indicated that such information would have been

useful and interesting.
A

It is clear that there are sizable differences between depart-

ments of the same disCiplise with regard to some of these indices of

student. progress. Attritron rates and time-to-the degree rates do

vary substantially (Mooney, 1967; Spurr, 1970). Thus, a.student who

is trying.to decide between two or more institutions of approximately

equal standing with regard to all other characteristics important to

the student might be assisted considerably by knowing that'the-

degree completion rate is only 40 percent at Department A as opposed

to 83 percent at Department B, for example, or that the mean time-to-

the-degree is over eight years in Departmentl but approximately

four years in Department Y. As one student put it:

Why can't they include in their descriptions

some statement regaSing the percentage of

students entering the program who obtain the

degree within, say, six years? That would have

helped me. I came here after almost going to
. Now that I'm here I've

heard a lot of horror stories about
--making me feel glad that I came here--that they

hang onto their graduate students and don't let

,
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them Out very quickly. That would have shown up,
I think, in that sort of degree-completion
.statistic. I wouldn't have been happy at all if
I had decided tO go to
only to discovei that it was going to take me six,
or seven years to finish and it would have taken
only three or three and a half somewhere else.
It seeis io me that that kind of information is
hard to misinterpret. It really is, I meafi,

'it's true that there may be a lot.of reasons for
why it takes mere than. six years to get out of
there, but I wouldn't like any of them. You
know, none of them are...appealing.

However, When asked 0out the idea of publishing such information,
the reaction of most faculty members interviewed was negative.. Many
optiosed the notion on the.grounds that such measures of eentral
tendency camouflaged more than they xevealed and that they would
therefore be misleading. Others argued that a long-range consequence
of such a practice might conceivably be that some departments would

.be tempted to push students through in a huxry (and, presumably,
without adequate training) i order to attain a favorable appearance.
Both arguments have merit. ill, it would seem that prospective
students are entitled to such information and it hardly seems
defensible to withhold it from them on grounds that cannot be
demonstrated.

The student academic environment. In a multi-institutional
study of doctoral program quality in three'disciplines? Clark,
Hartnett, and.Baird (1976) obtained questionnaire information from,
graduate students about faculty accessibility and.treatment of

students,the extent to which competition amOng students seemed to
be encouraged, the quality of their relationships with other students,
and other aspects of student academic life. It was found that such
information can be fairly easily collected and ie quite reliable.
Moreover, it is an pAllect of graduate training that was endorsed as
being important,by a large number co the country'S graduate school
deans '(Clark, 1973). Yet we were unable to find one case of a
graduate program provi4ing information about this aspect of graduate
student life to prospective students..

When asked about their perceptions of the value of this sort of
information, however, most graduate students interviewed in this
.study expressed serious reservations. First, most of them indicated
that this was not one of the more important factors considered in
their choice of a graduate program. (See description of how student's

. choose departments, earlier in this paper.) Second, many were
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A

sensitive to the serious logistiC problems that collecting and

reporting such'information presented. It would, after all, require
the cooperattion of fairly large numbers of graduate students and
would have to be col.lected routinely in order to be current. Third,

they wondered about the likelihood that many departments would be
willing to report such information, especially if the student
reports were negative. Doing so, it seemed to the studenté, would

really be expecting.departments to go beyond the limits of fair
practices, and they doubted seriously whether one could expect
widespread cooperation. Finally, they wondered about the extent to .

which such information might be misinterpreted when used in this
manner by prospective students. One student pointed.out that:

I'm not sure that it woUld be a good idea.
. For example, I think I might not have gone here
if I had read that a high percentage of the
students say that the faculty are inaccessible,
whidh is sort of true. But after you get here
you learn your Way around things like that. And

if you find one really dynamic person it can make
up for all the others. So information like that
might turn away or turn off students who would be
missing a good bet. To me the most useful
question to ask students is whether they would
have gone here again. When I think of this

program I think most of the graduate students are
generally.very satisfied here and would indicate
that they would coine here again if they had to do
it all over again. But at the same time to think
that this-program would not look reargood in
terms of some of the statistics you might gather 1

in response to questions about the environment.
So I think that information like that could
really be more misleading than helpful.

#
'Faculty members-were even more skeptical about the utility of

information about the academic environment, but for similar reasons.
It would therefore seem reasonable that such information, while
potentiaXly useful in the context of program review and self-study,
is probably not feasible to make available to prospective students.
Very clearly it is not among.the more important types of information.

2 Ai
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Conclusions

The first section of this report summarized what a sample of
graduate students said about the factors that were important in
their choice of graduate programs, and then drew on these student
experiences to develop a model of the student choice process. One
of the most important elements in this model is the idea that the
eventual cloice is often the result of a lack of alternatives, a
lack of inTeres,t in considering alternatives, serendipity, and
other nonorderly, unsystematic occurrences. The major point is
that by virtue of what'prospective students said about factors t

influenCing where they decided to apply (and eventually enroll), it
should not have been surprising to discover that most students
report that more information was either not needed or, if available,
probably would not have had much impact On who went where to graduate
scheroi.

At the same time, discussions with.these students made it clear
that their retrospectively-reported lack of need for certain kinds
of information is probably due, to some extent, to-a lack of under-
standing *or-appreciation about the relevance.and potential utility
of certain.information. For example, the original response to a
question about.their nee& for more informatiOn about financial aid
was generally negative, ?ut after discussing some of the various
types of information there was a general tendency to.acknowledge the

'possible merits in such data. In other words, tt became apparent
. that the fact that prospective students neither used nOr felt they
needed more information should notjead to the conc4Lsion that-
better information couldn:t be useful..

Finally, discussions about specific descriptive information
with these same students, As well as reviews of vaaous matetials
ahd discussions with other people, led to the realizatibn that there
is room for considerable improvement in the amount and kind of

information that is made available. The second section of the
report discussed some of the specific areas of information in which
improvements could be made, along with student attitudes about each
Specific type of information and some examples of exemplary current

_practices. -a

In this section I would like to draw attention to one general
strategy that .would seem to have great potential for improving the
way that students Choose graduate schools. The ides emerges from the
realitation -that although proapective students do not express the need
for more-information about graduate schools, they do appear to need
greater familiarity with the information that already exists, and a
better idea of how to use that information in both asking and answering

3
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important questions. This position grows out of two basic points

that were mentioned repeatedly in the student interviews. These
-observations are, first, that large number of prospective students
aren't sufficiently aware of the diversity of academic choices
available to them, and second, that a cdrrespondingly large number
of these students are either unaware of or only vaguely familiar
with the large body of information that.already exists about academic

careers and specific graduate programs.

The notion is that utidergraduate institutions and/or departments
explicitly attempt to assist prospective graduate students in their
post-baccalaureate academic choices through a formal intervention

program. The specific nature of any such program would of course

vary from one department and institution to another, but the general
idea would be to appoint as many faculty members as- necessary
(something, say, in the neighborhood of one faculty meMber for every

lAtudents) to be responsible ior the program. These.faculty
-memberswould-be given released time from teaching-and/or other
apademic reeponsibilities tgotonduct the-program, which would

consist largely of: -(1) identifying prospective graduate students:,
(2) locating and assembling a wide:variety of information and
materials relevant to the choice cif both a particular academic
discipline awl a specific academic department; and (3) meeting

! regularly with the students, individually or in groups to discuss

.
their plans, acquaint them with the various information sources, and

prod them to consider a variety of important issues and questions

. about graduate education. This latter emphasis is particularly
important, for before we can,expect better information to be of any

assistante to prospective students, they must have fairly clear

ideas about what particular questions they have in the first place.

As pointed out earlier in this paper, it is a mistake to assume that

all or even most prospective graduate students have a' clear and

accurate conception of what graduate.study is like and what sorts of

characteristics they should pay attention to. As one student

remarked:

Part of my'problem was that f didn't knaw,
what questions to ask or what sorts of thingsmeto
even look for. For example, when I was choosing
a graduate schoq it came down to two places,

here and Both of them
wete about equal in most of the things that

mattered most to me at the time--you,know,.
prestige of the institution, the amount of

4
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financial aid, and so on. Beyond that, I had a
terrible time deciding between the two places
because I really didn't know what I should. know.
Now that I've been in graduate school I realize
that I should have asked about coUrse requ rgments,'.
nature of the'comprehensive examination pr cedure,
internship requirements, and lots of stuff like
that, but at the time I was tfying-to decide

..

between the two programs I didn't know enough to
..r ask the right questions.

One of.the major objectiyes of an undergraduate seminar series
would be to educate prospective graduate students about the traditions,
typical'policids and prgttices, and even the language of graduate.
programs so that they wodld be more able to ask the right questions

, and make better use of available ingormation.

Formal departmental or institutional efforts to assist under-
graduate students witb their post-baccalaureate choices appear to be
rare. For Many depgrMents the only formal aativity in this area is
to post various gradilate school notices,on the departmental bulletin
board. By far the most.common avenue by.which students receive more
assistance in the graduate school'*dboiCe process is through their
Contacts with individual facultY members. ,This system has worked
well certain students, but the probldm is that an untold .

_numbellf*others never.establish the necessiy reliationship with
members of the undergraduate faculty, and thus "fall.through the
cracks" as it were,,in the procelis of being encouraged to consider
and at the same time berassisted in choosing gr#duate programs.

Still another problemAwith'this.system ts that some students
fradkly do not get verY good,advice, and again, whether they do.or-
not is often.just a fundtflon of the luck of .the draw. raculty
members' opinions are very influeiktial when it comes to student

choices of graduate departments,-and unfortunately poor'advice is
often just as influential as good advice. As one student noted:

Prospective graduate students are.toi
some extent at the mercy of the people around
them for good information and advice. I,was .

fortunate to have an undergraduate advisor
who had'friends on the faculty here (the student's,.
current graduate institution) and knew a lot

/I\
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about it. ,.She really helped me. -On the other
hand, I remember one professor who came out of

who kept raving
about haw good that program was and epcouraged me

to consider it. Well, I hadn't, even heard of

their program and the more Llooked into it the
more dubious I became: But if that person had

been my advisor I might have wound up at
and it isn't even in thelipme

league as That's what

I mean by stadents being at the mercy of the
undergraduate faculty. Students assume thgt all
faculty members have a good knowledge about these
things,.but sometimes some of them either don't

know or aren't very objective. Yet they can

really have a strong influence.
/

The program being described-here would simply formalize the
Sprocess in such a way that all interested students would,still

have access to the collective wisdom and advice of members of the

faculty, and information now seedby only a portion of pDospective

graduate students would be id.dely announced and'mutually shared.. )

Such an activity might be expected not only to improve students"--7

pool of infiormation but also io stimulate discussion and analysis

among peers about important characteristics of graduate sdhools. 414

Another important.aspeCt..of the student/faculty meetings Wrould

be to discuss. :11).re general questions abou't the Character of the

professionc- 'This aspect of the program would be more akin to career

guidance, and, again, the idea stems from the point made frequently

by faculty members to the effect that what many students need, even

before they give attention to the question of "what institution

should I aUtend?," is infbrmation that helps them answer the prior
question "what discipline do I want to spend the rest.of my life

in?" It is riOt)unfil they are well into graduate studies that some

students,begin to realize that they had an incorrect perception of

the natur"e of ehe discipline and what it means to make a career of

it, and they belatedly discover, to both their disillusionment as

well as the department's, that they.made an incorrect career decision.

It would be naive to think that it is possible to avoid all such

incorrect decisions, but it would be equally erroneous to think that

such problems Could.not e reduced. Mani college seniors still do not

know what they want.to do in terms of a career. Others who have a

fairly'accurate piaure of the nature of the profession itself, are

sometimes naive about various iffrortant particulars, such as employ-

ment prospects, entry level salaries, and so on. The need for
e

attention to these questions has not gone unnoticed by some of the

6



professional associations, and some of them have made commendable
efforts to assist students with career decisions. The American
Chemical Society, for example,'publishes a pamphlet entitled Planning

lortsgforGraduatetlemistr:Suestonsforti
Advanced Studn the Society for American Archaeology published a
similar pamphlet entitled Your Career in Archaeology; tbe AMerican.
Anthropological Association distributes monograph entitled On
Becoming an Anthropol6est: A Caree phlet for Students, and
also Anthropology-.and Jobs: A Guide for Undergraduates; the American
Psychological Association publishes Careers in Psychology, and so
on. Though the specific 'content of these publications naturally
varies from one diacipline to another, most of them try to give
students a better understanding of what the field of, say, anthro-

.
4113

polpgy, is all about, what it's like'to be an anthropologist, where
anthropologists work,: what the various snbsPecialties ate and how
these require different work settings, how one becomes an anthropolo-
gist.what the current job pçospects are, and, finally, how and
where to obtain more information. Materials such as these could
make excellent resource material fdY the prospectiie graduate
student guidance program discussed above, and in fact would really
be a moee appropriate place to start, at least with those students
for whom the many questions having to du with how to choose a
specificlgraduate piogram can only be intelligentlydealt with- after
satisfactory resolution of the prior qu'estions of career choice.

Though formal institutional efforts to assist prospective .

graduate students in some of the ways outlined above are not Common,
there are refreshing exceptiods. One is at Xavier University of
Louisiana, which recently established an Office for Graduate Programs'
Advising, a university-wide office,designed to Complement aq.ivities
already taking place at the departmental level. It disseminates
information regarding graduate programs, fellowships, and other
forms of financial aid; works closery with individual students wbo
express interest in graduate,education; and conducts seminars for
proppectiVe graduate students dealing with a variety of topics,
including an overview of the GRE'tests, correct application procedures,
requrting letters of recommendation, preparing personal vitae,
etc. the Xavier Program serves as an excellent example of what
might be done, especially at predominantly undergraduate institutions.

6
I am thankful to Sister Patricia Lynch, Graduate Programs

Advisor at Xavier, for bringing this program to my attention.
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A tinal note of caution. Graduate education, like undergraduate

educatton, faces a difficult decade. A combination of a lower birth
rate and the possibility of a somewhat smaller percentage of the
college-age cohort attending.college leaks some ekperts to predict
an enrollment decline of as much as 20 percent at the undergraduate

level during the 1980s. The extent to which this projected enrollment
decline at the undergraduate level will affect graduate level enroll-
ments is by no means clear, though the general direction of the

trend toward lower graduate school enrollments would seem to be
obvious (Breneman, 1979;. Dresch, 1974)., Like undergraduate institu-
tions, then, the graduate schools will be seeking to attract the
same number students from A declining potential pool. What effect
might thls,situation have on the nature and quality of information
that graduate programs make available to prospective students? Will .

the increased difficulties in attracting first-rate students be'
accompanied by an increase in questionable practices in the ways
that graduate programs seek to inform prospective students about

their programs? Is it possible or everi likely that what is not a
problem in 197,9 might well become a problem in 1985?

'The point is that although there does not appear to be a serious
information needsJprobiem for prospective graduate students naw, one

could very easily emerge.during the next few years.. All who are
concerned with simple fairness and informed student choice should be
alert to chNges in the .status of the flow of information to prospec-
tive students, and especially watchful for incidents which
specific institutions or departments, through intent or carelessness,
might distribute-information about their programs that is cfearly

inaccurace.
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